
Science and Visual Art
Rube Goldberg: Playing with Forces and Motion 1st - 3rd Grade

Objectives

•  Design and create a machine that will run self sustained for 
    30 – 60 seconds.
•  Identify and apply different types of forces and motion
•  Analyze and explain different types of forces and motion

Introduction
“A Rube Goldberg machine is a contraption, invention, device 
or apparatus that is deliberately over-engineered to perform 
a simple task in a complicated fashion, generally including 
a chain reaction. The expression is named after American 
cartoonist and inventor Rube Goldberg.” 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rube_Goldberg_machine

Show student’ a video of Andrew Smith’s Moon Pool, part of the 
permanent collection and on display at the Springville Museum 
of Art. Ask them what they notice about the movement of the 
machine. What forces are causes the wheels to turn? 

In order to apply the ideas of forces and motion found in 
engineering and simple machines, students will design and 
create a Rube Goldberg machine. Students will need to use 
each of the following types of force or motion including: Push, 
Pull, Pulley, Lever, Ramp, Gravity.

Introduction

Demonstrate the relevance of force and motion by doing a 
simple comparison of moving a heavy object without and with 
a pulley/lever/ramp. 

engineering. His first job at the San Francisco Chronicle led to 
early success, but it wasn’t until he moved to NYC and began 
working for Hearst publications that he became a household 
name. Rube Goldberg is the only person ever to be listed in 
the Merriam Webster Dictionary as an adjective. It’s estimated 
that he did a staggering 50,000 cartoons in his lifetime.”

Materials

•     Video of Andrew Smith’s Moon Pool 
•     Pulleys           •     Weights
•     Marbles/Balls  •     Toy Cars
•     Wood  •     Rope/String
•     Cardboard  •     Tape/ Glue
•     Rulers  •     Dominoes
•     Tubes (Cardboard, PVC)    •     Cups
•     Balloon
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Utah Core Standards
1st Grade Science Standard 3
Objective 1c Explain how a push or pull can affect how an object 
moves. 

2nd Grade Science Standard 3
Objective 1a Observe falling objects and identify things that prevent 
them from reaching the ground.

3rd Grade Science Standard 3
Objective 1 
Demonstrate how forces cause changes in speed or direction of 
objects.
a. Show that objects at rest will not move unless a force is applied 
to them. 
b. Compare the forces of pushing and pulling. 
c. Investigate how forces applied through simple machines affect the 
direction and/or amount of resulting force. 

Visual Arts
Standard 3.V.CR.4: Individually or collaboratively construct 
representations, diagrams, or maps of places that are part of 
everyday life. 

Standard 3.V.CR.1: Elaborate on an imaginative idea and apply 
knowledge of available resources, tools, and technologies to 
investigate personal ideas through the art-making process. 

Standard 3.V.CR.2: Create a personally satisfying artwork using a 
variety of artistic processes and materials. 
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Present the illustrations of 
Rube Goldberg and discuss 
the history. 

“Rube Goldberg (1883-1970) 
was a Pulitzer Prize winning 
cartoonist best known for 
his zany invention cartoons. 
He was born in San Francisco 
on the 4th of July, 1883 – 
and graduated from U. Cal 
Berkeley with a degree in
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Science and Visual Art
Rube Goldberg: Playing with Forces and Motion 1st - 3rd Grade

Introduction Cont.

“Rube Goldberg’s cartoons became well known for depicting 
complicated devices that performed simple tasks in indirect 
convoluted ways.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rube_Goldberg_machine

Next, show students several videos of real life machines 
inspired by the illustrations of Rube Goldberg. Expose 
students to a variety of examples both advanced/complicated 
as well as beginner/simple. Examples of this can be found on 
Youtube.

Discuss with students the different types of forces and 
motions that they can use to create their own Rube Goldberg 
Machines. Choose an achievable task of the machine for 
students to work toward such as popping a balloon or 
moving an object.  Have students create a drawn design, like 
Rube Goldberg, to serve as inspiration for the machines they 
make. 

Demonstration

In front of the whole class, demonstrate simple ways 
to create motion with force using the available supplies 
including levers, pulleys, ramps, etc. 

Learning Activity
 

Invite students to create teams of 3-5 to work together in 
building a Rube Goldberg Machine.   In those groups, allow 
students time to experiment and become familiar with the 
provided materials creating one or two step machines. 
Depending on how well students are able to use the materials 
to cause a variety of forces and motion, give 60 – 90 minutes 
of exploration. 

After sufficient exploration, instruct students to select a 
design or combine design elements from the group to start 
working toward the decided task (e.g. popping a balloon).  
One obstacle is having space for students to build over time. 
Most likely, students will need more then one day or session 
to create a 30 – 60 second machine that completes the task. 

Students can either work in a smaller, transportable space 
such as a box, or they can work in pieces and deconstruct 
and reconstruct at the beginning and end of each session. 

Essential Questions:

•  How do non-living things move?
•  How can tools be used to make work easier?
•  What is the relationship between forces and motion?
•  What is the role of gravity in forces and motion?

Variations

If available, have students document their completed Rube 
Goldberg Machine using a camera. 

Vocabulary Words

Horizontal and vertical force
Potential energy 
Gravity acceleration due to gravity 
Pulley
Levers
Friction
Wheels
Ramps
Ropes

Assessment

After students have created their one or two step ma-
chines, allow students to present their final machines to the 
class. If their machine isn’t successful, discuss what they 
could do differently next time. Discuss the important role of 
trial and error in engineering. 

Resources

https://www.rubegoldberg.com/about/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rube_Goldberg_machine
Simple example rube goldberg machine videos on Youtube
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